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A study has been made, with good gasna detection, of the
individual channels that contribute to the reactions K~p •*• A
neutrals in the K~ momentum range from 525-820 HeV/c. This paper
deals with the £ * cross section which is difficult to obtain
without gasna detection (e.g. in a H2 bubble chaaber). Only
events with all decay gammas detected are used for analysis. The
results have direct bearing on the lit* branching ratios of the
A(1670) and the A(1690).

The experinent was carried out in distinct runs in the CERN
1.2a heavy-liquid chamber with a aixture of fraon and propane
such that about 10* of the interactions were on hydrogen-like
protons and about 70Z of the gaamas aateriallced. The density
of the liquid was determined independently froa stopping IT*", the
Index of refraction, and the aass of the A with both decay
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particles stopping'; .the density was equal to .936 + .005 g/em
for a typical run. . The beam momentum was determined by tuning
the separators for p, leaving the beam momentum analysis un-
changed, and stopping them in the liquid. The beam had a /vl5X
n-V contamination. All photographs were scanning for a V° as-
sociated with a 0-prong K" interaction with any number of as-
sociated pairs or Compton electrons. The mean sir-gle scan
efficiency for the KV configuration was *9C2, while that for
pairs was ^85Z and Compton electrons ^701. All the film was
double scanning for j(ammas.

Due to the existence of asny A, y, ir°*and £° in the ex-
posure, there were many Internal checks we could make on the
data. For example, the distributions of A lifetimes and y
lengths are sensitive to missing or spurious A and/or y. The
distributions o£ the (ir».y) * and (£°*r) * scalar products in
the appropriate rest frames are sensitive to the separation of
channels. In addition, there was an overlap region between
rune; for example, Run 1 had events in the 1660-1630 HeV inter-
val at the beginning of the fiducial region, while Run 2 had
events in the same interval at the end of the fiducial region.
Since the detection efficiency of opposite ends of the chamber
is very different, this affords many checks on the fiaal data
in the overlap region.

Our ability to separate the final states depends on our *°
and £° resolution._ Fig. la shows the yy invariant mass for 2y
events which fit K~p •* Ayy, while Fig. lb shows the Ay invariant
mass for 3y events which fit K~p •* Ayw°. The invariant •asses
show deer, well-centered peaks at the »° and I Basses, respect-
ively, with widths of 20 HeV/cz, showing that the separation of
channels is possible*

The major background is due to nuclear events which are fit
as free proton events. An upper limit to this background is es-
timated by fitting the measured events with a heavy nucleus as
target, e.g. K~A •*• E°ir°(A-l),.and determining Q, the recoil mo-
mentum of the residual nucleus. Protons in a nucleus have a mo-
mentum distribution proportional to Q dQ; thus we have studied
the Q distribution for each chanuel. Fig. 2 shows this distri-
bution for the E°v0 final state, which indicates an upper limit
of >15Z background. A quantitative determination of this back-
ground was determined from'a special sample of events with a *"
prong at the interaction point, and thus clearly a nucleer_event
on a neutron. We fit to a free neutron hypothesis, e.g. JC~n

a typical *° me*r~, while smearing our ir~ measurement to a typical *° measure-
ment. The number of such fits, together with the known p/n abun-
dance and the p/n cross sections, yields a quantitative estlmate,e.g.
(9+4)Z for the Z°ir° channel. The background due to events on free
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protons but with on* Y missittg or one spurious y was determined
fox the 1°*° channel to be (8+2):. Together these give Mix
baektround in th« Z°* channel.

External cheeks on the data were provided bv the known
cross sections for K~p •» A+neutrala and K"p • Anr. Fig* 3 shows
our results for the first channel* They agree quite wall with
the previous results*1 as do the results for the second channel
(not shown).

The events fitting I°w° with a probability >. 0.1X were used
if they were five times more favorable than any other fit. The
remaining 4% ambiguities were resolved by chqeslng the higher
complexity fit if A»°«° or En0*0, or the A«° fit if *Y,otx

J> £ **•
Our cross section was determined from a beam count ana corrected
for a (K'*0)^- > 0.9 cut, necessitated by a low A momentum detec-
tion efficiency, by a 4th order legendre polynomial fit to the
differential cross section. The results are shown in Fig. 4# com-
pared to the latest CHS results and fit.' For the cm energy re-
gion 1662-1685 MeV, our result is significantly lower than the
CBS fit. Their fit gave large £« branching ratios to the A{1670)
((64+22)Z) and A(1690) ((72+11)*].. Including our results will
significantly lower these ratios and thus affect eny SV(3) tests
of the 1/2" and 3/2" nonets.

* Work supported in part by the United States Atomic Energy Com-
mission.

+ From State University College. Plattsburgh, Mew York.
++ From University of Edinburgh, Physics Department.
• How at university of Kansas, Lawrence* Kansas.
«• Mow at Institute of Experimental Physics, Warsaw University,

Poland.
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Figure Captions
1. (a) Invariant msss of the two y'a for K**p * A n fits.

S) Invariant mass of A andJtjtot K*p •* AY* fits.
.. x distribution for K~A • iVCA-l) fits where Q-recoil momentum.

The shaded events fit K~p - I°i°.
3. K~p * A neutrals cross section vs. I" momentum bands compared to

previous results.1
4. tTp •*> £°«° cross section vs. K** momentum bands compared to the

latest CBS fit.2
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particles stopping'; .the density was equal to .986 + .005 g/cm
for a typical run. _The beam momentum was determined by tuning
the separators for p, leaving the beam momentum analysis un-
changed* and stopping them in the liquid. The beam had a >15X
»~u contamination. All photographs were scanning for a V° as-
sociated with a 0-prong K~ interaction with any suaiber of as-
sociated pairs or Compton electrons. Th*. sean single scan
efficiency for the KV configuration was *90X, while that for
pairs was *85X and Compton electrons ^7QX. All the film was
double scanning for gi

Due to the existence of many A, y, ir°-and £° in the ex-
posure, there were many internal checks we could cake on the
data. For example, the distributions of A lifetimes and y
lengths are sensitive to missing or spurious A and/or y. The
distributions 01 the (ir°.Y)ff* and (S°<Y). A scalar products in
the appropriate rest frames are sensitive to the separation of
channels. In addition, there was an overlap region between
runs; for example, Run 1 had events in the 1660-1630 MeV inter-
val at the beginning of the fiducial region, while Run 2 had
events in the same interval at the end of the fiducial region.
Since the detection efficiency of opposite ends of the chamber
is very different, this affords many checks on the find data
in the overlap region.

Our ability to separate the final states depends on our v°
and Z° resolution. Fig. la shows the yy invariant mass for 2y
events which fit K"p * Ayy, while Fig. lb shows the Ay invariant
mass for 3y events which fit K"p * Ayir0. The invariant masses
show dear, well-centered peaks at the ir° and I masses, respect-
ively, with widths of 20 MeV/c2, showing that the separation of
channels is possible.

Th* major background is due to nuclear events which are fit
aa free proton events. An upper limit to this background is es-
timated by fitting the measured events with a heavy nucleus as
target, e.g. K"*A * Eoir0(A-l),,and determining Q, the recoil mo-
mentum of the residual nucleus. Protons in a nucleus have a mo-
mentum distribution proportional to Q dQ; thus we have studied
the Q distribution for each channel. Fig. 2 shows this distri-
bution for the I°ir° final state, which indicates an upper limit
of ylSX background. A quantitative determination of this back-
ground was determined from'a special sample of events with a ***
prong at the Interaction point, and thus clearly a nuclear_event
on a neutron. We fit to a free neutron hypothesis, e.g. K~n •*•
E°ir~, while smearing our ir~ measurement to a typical ir° measure-
ment. The number of such fits, together with the known p/n abun-
&*-cm and the p/n cross sections, yields a quantitative estimate,e.g.

)1 for the Z°K° channel. The background due to events on free
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protons but with one y missing or one spurious y was determined
for the £°ir° channel to be (8+2)X. Together these give n,l2it
background in the I IT channel.

External checks on the data were provided by the known
cross sections for K"p •*• A+neutrals and K~p -*• Air' . Fig. 3 shows
our results for the first channel. They agree quite well with
the previous results,3- as do the results for the second channel
(pot shown).

The events fitting I°ir0 with a probability >. 0.1% were used
if they were five times more favorable than any ether fit. The
remaining 4% ambiguities were resolved by choosing the higher
complexity fit if Air0*0 or It0*0, or the Ajr° fit if PA_0(x

2) >. i*
Our cross section was determined from a beta caunt ana corrected
for a (K*ir°) > 0.9 cut, necessitated by a low A momentum detec-
tion efficiency, by a 4th order Legendre polynomial fit to the
differential cross section. The results are shown in Fig. 4, el
pared to the latest CHS results and fit.' For the cm energy re-
gion 1662-1685 MeV, our result is significantly lower than the
CHS fit. Their fit gave large £w branching ratios to the A(1670)
[(64+22)X] and A(1690) [(72+11)*]. Including our results will
significantly lower these ratios and thus affect any SU(3) tests
of the 1/2" and 3/2" nonets.

* Work supported in part by the United Stites Atomic Energy Com-
mission.

+ From State University College, Plattsburgh, New York.
++ From University of Edinburgh, Physics Department.
• Now at University of Kansas* Lawrence, Kansas.
++ Now at Institute of Experimental Physics, Warsaw University,

Poland.
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Figure Captions _
1. {a) Invariant mass of the two y*e for K~p •_Aw fits,

(b) Invariant mass of A and y for K"p •*• Ayt fits.
2. Q 3 distribution for K~A •*• £ ir (A-l) fits where Q-recoil aooientum.

The shaded events fit K~p •+ I V .
3. fTp •*• A neutrals cross section vs. K~ momentum bands compared to

previous results.1

4. K~p •+ £°t° cross section vs. K" momentum bands compared to the
latest CHS fit.2
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